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In the Matter of

Protecting Against National Security Threats to the Communications Supply Chain Through FCC Programs
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WRITTEN EX PARTE SUBMISSION OF HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD AND HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES USA, INC.

Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd. and Huawei Technologies USA, Inc. (collectively, “Huawei”), by their undersigned counsel, submit this ex parte presentation to supplement the record in the above-captioned docket.

Recent events require that Huawei supplement the extensive evidence already in this docket that banning particular vendors on grounds of “national security” will actually do little or nothing to protect the security of America’s telecommunications networks. Rather, forcing network operators to rip out and replace their existing equipment would pose a greater threat to network stability and security. In addition, recent public comments of a top Executive Branch official confirm that concerns about supposed “backdoors” in Huawei’s telecommunications equipment are not at the root of recent Government actions against the company. Comments by other officials from the United States and elsewhere cast further doubt on the wisdom of taking a company- and country-agnostic approach to 5G wireless network security. Not only would a policy of targeting specific vendors be insufficient to address supply chain concerns, it may also cause the United States to violate its international trade obligations.

Huawei cannot and will not sabotage its customer networks. But recent actions by the United States Government are only one step away from doing so. In early April, Chairman Pai
said the FCC is quickly trying to wrap up the above-captioned rulemaking, and the FCC was working with the National Telecommunications and Information Administration of the Department of Commerce in connection with the rulemaking.¹ On May 16, the Department of Commerce added Huawei to its Entity List,² thereby restricting exportation of U.S. products and technologies covered by the Export Administration Regulations to Huawei and 68 of its subsidiaries, citing a January indictment and national security as grounds for the decision. Although Huawei Technologies USA, Inc. was not added to the Entity List, and importation of Huawei equipment from China is not affected by this action, the ban would impair Huawei Technologies USA and its customers’ ability to have technical exchanges with Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd. On the same day, President Trump signed an executive order that allows the Commerce Department to ban or regulate foreign telecommunications equipment that poses a national security risk to the technology infrastructure of the U.S..³ Also on the same day, Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross said in an interview that “[m]any of the rural telecom carriers are already using Huawei in the 4G environment and in order not to have them have to rip everything out, we’ll be dealing with that separately.”⁴ On the following Monday, the Department of Commerce issued a 90-day Temporary General License

---


authorizing transactions with Huawei necessary to continued operations of existing networks and equipment, among several other types of transactions.\textsuperscript{5}

Given the imminent adverse impact to Huawei and its U.S. customers’ business, Huawei has been trying to schedule ex parte meetings with all of the Commissioners to learn first-hand and directly address their concerns over the company. However, no Commissioner has yet agreed to meet personally with Huawei.\textsuperscript{6} While Huawei has not been provided with the basis or any supporting evidence for the government’s adverse actions and is therefore handicapped to respond, one thing is clear – the USF rulemaking would significantly impair the operations of many rural carriers and put those carriers’ end user customers at risk of service interruptions, even if the Commerce Department does not demand removal of Huawei equipment. No evidence shows Huawei has the ability or intent to shut down its customer networks, yet this rulemaking threatens to do exactly that. In a recent interview, Nemont Telephone Cooperative CEO Mike Kilgore challenged the Commission’s rulemaking, saying, “Nobody in their right mind would shut down a network and shut down public safety.” Subscribers from the same northeastern Montana region explained how Huawei networks keep the community safe in the event of problems and fires, as well as up-to-date with latest planting data and vital weather reports, and that even a temporary shutdown of the network would cause safety risks.\textsuperscript{7} In short, the Commission’s proposal to bar use of equipment from particular targeted vendors would cause extensive harm without solving any real problem.


\textsuperscript{6} Several Commissioners offered to have their aides meet with Huawei representatives, but several other offices did not respond at all to Huawei’s meeting requests.

\textsuperscript{7} CGTN America, “Huawei ban may impact rural US Midwest mobile operators”, \url{https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qzazkQPM8eI} (May 27, 2019).
Further, if, as Secretary Ross has suggested, the Government develops measures that will allow carriers with existing Huawei equipment to continue using it at some (so far) unknown additional cost without undue risk to national security, it logically follows that the same measures should mitigate any risk to national security posed by future installation of similar equipment by any other carrier. It would be irrational to permit the use of embedded equipment yet prohibit new purchases of the same equipment, subject to the same protective measures.

Indeed, even members of the Administration have conceded that targeting specific vendors is neither necessary nor sufficient to ensure network security. Susan Gordon, Principal Deputy Director of National Intelligence, spoke at a recent symposium held at the University of Texas at Austin titled “Intelligence in Transition.” In response to a question regarding whether intelligence sharing through the Five Eyes framework is at risk if the United Kingdom permits the use of Huawei equipment, Ms. Gordon stated that concern about Huawei’s inclusion in foreign countries’ networks is “not an issue of technological backdoors because I can test for those.” Rather, Ms. Gordon indicated that the true concern is about the “compelling of the data” by the Chinese government (which, as Huawei has explained in prior filings, is not actually permissible). Instead of banning use of technologies or equipment from certain providers, Ms. Gordon explained that protecting global telecommunications networks in the 5G era will be an exercise in risk management, stating that “We are going to have to figure out a way in a 5G world that we’re able to manage the risks in a diverse network that includes technology we can’t trust. We’re just going to have to

8 See Susan Gordon, Principal Deputy Dir. of Nat’l Intelligence, Keynote Address at the University of Texas Austin Symposium: Intelligence in Transition (April 1, 2019), http://www.ustream.tv/recorded/120831061 (last visited May 2, 2019).
figure that out.”9 These comments about the nature of the alleged threat posed by Huawei – made in a public forum by a top intelligence official of the United States Government – lay bare the notion that concerns about Huawei equipment stem from alleged intentional insertion of technological vulnerabilities or backdoors into Huawei’s products or those products produced by other Chinese companies.

While Huawei does not agree with the view that Chinese companies pose a threat simply because they are Chinese, Huawei agrees that threats to network security do exist, and should be addressed comprehensively through a holistic approach to supply chain security, not through a vendor-by-vendor approach. Similar to Ms. Gordon’s apparent endorsement of a risk management response to potential threats in the 5G era, other senior Administration officials appear to support this approach, stating that the security effort of the Administration is “country and company agnostic.”10 Similarly, Huawei recalls the insightful comments of Rep. Greg Walden, then-Chairman of the Energy and Commerce Committee, during a White House 5G Summit, emphasizing that:

It’s critical we continue to focus on mitigating risks to the global supply chain of communications equipment and services. There have been alarm bells at all levels of government about potential risks to the supply chain. But some of the proposed solutions can be just as alarming.

There are some who think we can simply ban vendors from American markets. But the marketplace for hardware and software is global. Without a forward-looking


strategy, it will be increasingly difficult for our domestic communications providers to obtain their equipment from trusted vendors.\textsuperscript{11}

Allies of the U.S. have announced similar desires to take a holistic view of 5G network security. For example, Chancellor Angela Merkel recently explained that Germany’s “approach is not to simply exclude one company or one actor, but rather we have requirements of the competitors for this 5G technology.”\textsuperscript{12} Jochen Homann, the president of Bundesnetzagentur (\textit{i.e.}, the FCC’s German counterpart), told the Financial Times that its position “is that no equipment supplier, including Huawei, should or may, be specifically excluded” and that as Bundesnetzagentur considers newly proposed security guidelines “there will be no requirements … that are aimed at a particular company.”\textsuperscript{13} Similarly, France has pursued generally applicable security and testing requirements for 5G equipment that don’t single out specific companies to exclude from the market.\textsuperscript{14} The United Kingdom’s National Security Adviser also is reported to have said that the more


\textsuperscript{13} Tobias Buck, \textit{German Regulator Says Huawei Can Stay in 5G Race}, Financial Times (April 14, 2019), \textit{https://www.ft.com/content/a7f5eba4-5d02-11e9-9dde-7aedc0a081a}.

important focus is on the security of the system, not the origin of the company that made the equipment.\textsuperscript{15} Instead of such bans, he emphasized approaching protecting their interests “through regulation, through transparency, through setting very close standards[.]”\textsuperscript{16}

European countries are not the only U.S. allies to recognize the need for a holistic approach to managing risk in the telecommunications supply chain. Scott Jones of the Canadian Center for Cyber Security, Canada’s top cybersecurity official, has said that a country-based vendor ban fails to account for the reality of the telecommunications supply chain where “almost everything” is manufactured “around the globe.”\textsuperscript{17} Instead, Mr. Jones has emphasized the need to view network security as “an entire system” and endorses implementation of a rigorous and comprehensive program that addresses “the full risks across the telecommunications sector.”\textsuperscript{18}

Adopting a company- or country-specific approach as the FCC proposes would provide only a false sense of security in 5G networks without any meaningful improvements in telecommunications supply chain security. As Huawei and other stakeholders have previously urged, the FCC should resist this urge and instead “support the efforts of other agencies of Government to


\textsuperscript{16} \textit{Id}.


\textsuperscript{18} \textit{Id}. 

7
implement a more comprehensive, holistic approach to supply chain security that would identify and mitigate risks inherent in all manufacturers’ equipment.”

Furthermore, imposing an equipment ban based on country of origin would likely violate the obligations imposed on members of the World Trade Organization (“WTO”) and fundamental principles of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade not to discriminate between or against other WTO member countries in international trade. For example, Zhang Yesui, spokesman for the second session of the 13th National People’s Congress, has questioned the legality of efforts by the U.S. and others to link Chinese companies to the National Intelligence Law, stating that such behavior interrupts economic activities with political means, violates the WTO rules and damages fair competition. More recently, the April 11-12 meeting of the WTO’s Council for Trade in Goods included discussion of the “prohibitive proposal on communication equipment or services released by the FCC” as well as Australia’s “discriminatory market access prohibition on

---


5G equipment.” As a Chinese diplomat was reported to have said at the Council’s meeting regarding Australia’s ban on Huawei 5G equipment:

Country-specific and discriminatory restriction measures can not address the concerns on cybersecurity, nor make anyone safe, but only disrupt the global industrial chain, and make the country itself isolated from the application of better technology.\(^{21}\)

The Commission should heed these warnings and refrain from adopting its fatally flawed proposal in this proceeding. This is particularly true in light of the recent ruling that the WTO’s Dispute Settlement Body and panels appointed to resolve disputes under the WTO framework may review a country’s national security claims under Article XXI of the GATT 1994 to determine whether such claims have been made in good faith. In its first ruling on the GATT 1994’s national security exception, the WTO Panel specifically declared that “[t]he obligation of good faith requires that members not use the exceptions in Article XXI as a means to circumvent their obligations under the GATT 1994.”\(^{22}\)

The Commission should not allow unsubstantiated “national security concerns” to serve as a pretext for potential violation of long-standing international trade agreements, especially since such targeted actions would fail to address supply chain security concerns effectively.


\(^{22}\) Panel Report, Russia – Measures Concerning Traffic in Transit, para. 7.133.
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